^	AN ASIDE
the Parisian stage and its London imitation, that when little
private clubs of connoisseurs like the Independent Theatre and
the Stage Society ventured on single performances of them, the
Strand (as theatre-land was then called) could not accept them
as plays at all, and repudiated them as pamphlets in dialogue
form by a person ignorant of the theatre and hopelessly
destitute of dramatic faculty
Behind the scenes, too, I had my difficulties In a generation
which knew nothing of any sort of acting but drawing-room
acting, and which considered a speech of more than twenty
words impossibly long, I went back to the classical style and
wrote long rhetorical speeches like operatic solos, regarding my
plays as musical performances precisely as Shakespear did As
a producer I went back to the forgotten heroic stage business
and the exciting or impressive declamation I had learnt from
oldtimers like Ristori, Salvmi, and Barry Sullivan Yet so novel
was my post-Marx post-Ibsen outlook on life that nobody sus-
pected that my methods were as old as the stage itself They
would have seemed the merest routine to Kemble or Mrs
Siddons, but to the Victorian leading ladies they seemed to be
unleadingladylike barnstorming When Kate Rorke played
Candida I seized the opportunity to pay her a long deferred
tribute to her beautiful performance of Helena in" A Midsummer
Night's Dream", which she had treated as a piece of music fiom
beginning to end To my amazement she changed color, and
reproached me for making heartless fun of her only failure
When I convinced her that I was m earnest she told me how her
musical rendering of that most musical part had brought on
her such a torrent of critical abuse and misunderstanding that
she had never ventured to attempt anything of the sort againr
No wonder I often found actors and actresses nervously taking
the utmost care to avoid acting, the climax being reached by
an actor engaged for the broadly comic part of Burge&s in
"Candida", who, after rehearsing the first act m subdued tones
like a funeral mute, solemnly put up his hand as I vengefully
approached him, and said "Mr Shaw I know what you are
going to say But you may depend on me In the intellectual

